
 

 

 

HTA 2015 Junior Finals Information 
 

PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING RULE: 

5.8 Drawn Finals Matches 

In the event of a draw in the major rounds, the 1st and 2nd doubles will play 

a tie-break game (not set) each. The winning team shall be the team 

aggregating the most points in these tiebreak games and, if points are equal 

the team who won the 1st doubles tie-break game wins the final. 
 

Order of Merit  

Players MUST play in the order sent into the HTA JAC. Players can not move down the 

order of merit. In the event of an injury/illness players may move up one position to 

replace the injured player ( eg number 2 player is injured – the number 3 player moves to 

number 2, number 4 player moves up to number 3 and number 5 players moves to 

number 4).  The number 1 player (as submitted to the HTA)  MUST play in the top (first) 

doubles (if they are playing doubles) – but can partner any other player. If players play 

out of order or the number one player plays in the second double then these sets WILL 

be forfeited and results adjusted accordingly. Only 5 players per team can be used in each 

finals match. 

Doubles are to be played first then singles in the following order 4,3,2,1. Players must 

remain at the venue until the match is finished in case of a draw. The same players must 

play in the doubles tie break games as played in the original doubles sets and in the same 

combination.  

 

Junior Finals 

Players must be ready to start at the scheduled time. If 2 sets have not commenced within 

10 minutes of the scheduled start time due to late players then any sets not completed 

within 2 hours of the scheduled start time will be forfeited by the team with the late 

players. ( as per the Rules of Match and Play) 

 Each team is to supply two NEW balls for Divs 1-8 Boys and Divs 1-7 Girls for each 

finals match. Boys Divs 9 & 10, Girls Divs  8 & 9 and GB 1,2,3 & 4 must have good 

balls with visible brands or new balls if no good balls available. The first listed team is 

the home team for completion of score sheets and for entering results. (ie first week it is 

1v2 and 3v4 so home teams are the teams who finished 1st and 3rd). The “away” teams 

must confirm the result as per normal. 

 

 Code of Conduct 

Could all parents, players, spectators please be aware of, and adhere to the code of 

conduct as stated in the document “Conduct of Finals” and also in the Rules of Match and 

Play- there is to be NO coaching/instruction or score or line calling from any parent, 

player or spectator not on the court whilst a match is in progress. One warning will be 

given and any further occurrences will result in a forfeited set. Clapping and positive 

comments (eg Good serve, nice shot) should be given to both sides equally and 

applauding obvious mistakes is not allowed. 

Telling a player to “leave it” (when a ball is looking like going out) is also not permitted. 

 

 

 



 

If players require assistance to score etc then a supervisor can be appointed. This person 

is NOT to be a parent of any player on the court and is there to assist only – not to take 

control of the match. They are to keep track of the score while still encouraging the 

players to call the score. They are NOT to call line calls unless asked to by a player and 

are not to overrule a line call unless the line call is in dispute. (or there are continual 

obvious incorrect line calls) 

 

 

 

Rain Rule 

Friday night matches - All players MUST be present and MUST wait at least 30 minutes 

before deciding (in consultation with the Court supervisor) to reschedule the match to 

Saturday morning at 10.30am at the same venue. 

Saturday matches - players MUST be present and MUST wait at least 30 minutes before 

deciding (in consultation with the Court supervisor) to reschedule the match to Sunday 

morning at 9.00am at the same venue. If the Friday night matches are rescheduled to 

Saturday morning at 10.30am and then are again not completed they are to be 

rescheduled to Sunday morning at 11.00am 

 

Results Vault- Scores entering 

Prior to finals starting could all clubs please check their teams and amend the order of 

merit to reflect the one sent to the JAC. This will assist when entering results.  

 

Teams MUST be set up to enable players’ names to populate the results vault score 

entering screen to enable the JAC to check player order of merit. Any set without a 

player’s name next to it will be deemed to have been played out of order and will be 

forfeited as a result. 

 

For each of the finals rounds and the last minor round can clubs please enter the results as 

early as possible (preferably Friday night for the matches played Friday or Saturday 

afternoon/evening) to enable the JAC to inform clubs of who is playing in the next week 

of finals in a timely manner. Scores must be entered by midnight Saturday at the absolute 

latest.  

 

Tie Breaks 

Tie breaks are played in Boys Divs 1-7 and Girls Divs 1-5 at 5 all. 

 

Heat Rule for Preliminary and Grand Finals 

 

The heat rule for the finals  is if the temperature is forecast of 39oC for Mt Barker for 

Friday then the start time for these finals will be 10.30am Saturday  morning, forecast of 

390C for Mt Barker for Saturday then these finals will be 9am Sunday morning for the 1 

v 2 matches and 11am for the 3 v 4 matches at the same venue as programmed for 

original match 

 

For clarification of any rule please contact either : 

Anthony Klatt 0409 339 821(Hahndorf) 

Scott Hughes 0407602523 (Lobethal) 

Ian Barry (JAC Chairperson) 0403 023 601 


